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Editorial Board

The mission of the editorial board is to provide the vision, organization, and guidance to achieve a high-quality journal that provides a platform for recognition of viable peer-reviewed research at small colleges and regional universities. Our goal is to advance the multidisciplinary discussion related to current administrative issues.
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This year, AIJ collaborated with the Idaho State University Student Success Center to offer Career Path Internships in editing to two undergraduates: Madison Behrend and Kirk Long.

Madison is working toward a B.A. in the ISU Honors College in English-Literary Studies, with a minor in Business. She hopes to become an editor at a book publishing house and publish works of her own one day. She is involved in the Honors Envoy Program, helping to recruit new members, plan activities, and publish an in-house periodical.

Kirk is seeking a B.S. in mathematics in the Honors College at ISU, with minors in both physics and music. He has worked in a variety of fields, including as a writer and editor for two publications in Boise, Idaho. Kirk aspires to be an astrophysicist, with regular involvement in both research and science communication. He is a classically trained pianist and an avid astronomer. Kirk’s aim is to make the world a better place through music, writing, and science—tackling the challenges of today with a perspective focused on tomorrow.